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The War On Our Freedoms
Not content to wage just a war on voting rights, the GOP has now expanded its assault on our democracy with a new war on freedom of speech. On Wednesday, Oklahoma's Republican governor, Kevin Stitt, ...
GOP expands its assault on our democracy with a new war on freedom of speech
President Biden’s confused and meandering speech to Congress on Wednesday night bombed worse than the Academic Oscars earlier this week.
Biden declares war on America -- literally
Ming Kit Wong speaks to Louis Menand, Harvard Professor and Pulitzer Prize-winning author, about his recent book on the cultural history of the Cold War ...
“Everyone was talking about freedom”: Louis Menand on the American culture of the Cold War
Professor Jeannie Suk Gersen ’02 introduced this year’s inaugural Last Lecture by reminding the graduating class of its special place in history.
‘We’ve become more accepting of the acknowledgment of humanity, of vulnerability’
The founder of WikiLeaks has been jailed for more than two years in a British maximum security prison, after seven years of effective imprisonment in the Ecuadorian embassy in London.
Defend Julian Assange, jailed for exposing the crimes of American and world imperialism
Freedom, Union, and Power analyzes the beliefs of the Republican Party during the Civil War, how those beliefs changed, and what those changes foreshadowed for ...
Freedom, Union, and Power: Lincoln and His Party in the Civil War
Chase Strangio, who has won a series of landmark court cases in his role as ACLU deputy director for transgender justice, explains why states across the country are suddenly targeting the freedom of ...
The Republican War Against Trans Kids
The brazen misuse of democratic platforms to quash dissidents inside and outside of Chinese borders demonstrates why China is one of the greatest threats to religious freedom – the freedom of ...
Curry & Abbas: China's war on Uyghur Muslims – here's why this persecution should matter to Christians
The Cenotaph was unveiled on Armistice Day 1920, just three weeks after hungry unemployed ex-servicemen had fought running battles with police in Whitehall. Ever since then politicians have ...
The Cenotaph graffiti hysteria and the myths of World War Two
A veteran of the Second World War, whose father fought in the First World Way, said “it’s not appropriate,” for anti-maskers to meet at war memorials.
Second World War veteran condemns anti-mask ‘freedom rallies’
Conservative groups condemned Facebook Oversight Board’s decision Wednesday to continue to block former President Donald Trump’s Facebook page and Instagram account as “un-American” and an “obscene” ...
Conservatives on Facebook’s Indefinite Suspension of Trump: ‘Un-American,’ ‘Dangerous,’ and Obscene Abuse of Power
On Cinco de Mayo, communities across America celebrate by embracing Mexican culture with festivals or gatherings (socially distanced, this year), or even a bit of Mexican-inspired cuisine.
Cinco de Mayo: Celebrate with discounts on food, cocktails at these national chains
Stifling the peaceful expression of legitimate dissent today can only result, inexorably, in the catastrophic explosion of violence some other day.” ..
World Press Freedom Day and the freedom of expression in Sri Lanka
ICIJ’s Cairo-based investigative reporter Maggie Michael talks about the challenges of unearthing secrets and atrocities in a region where threats to press freedom abound.
Covering corruption, coups, and war crimes in the Middle East
“Nothing and no one can stand in the way of freedom.” Germans, whose national pride was shattered by Nazism, the Second World War and the Holocaust, have proudly focused on the peaceful East ...
“Nothing and no one can stand in the way of freedom” says Berlin mayor
He went on to claim that Jews and Freemasons together were responsible for the Great War, that both now dominated ... their gratitude by subscribing to our funds and voting for our candidates ...
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‘Jewish Fenians’ and anti-Semites: the Jewish role in the Irish fight for freedom
Our gallant freedom fighters, whose spirits are resplendent ... Although the three artists exploit different genres in their depiction of the war of liberation as dehumanising, disillusioning ...
Zimbabwe: Freedom, the Glow in the Independence Flame
Road to Freedom, a new self-guided driving tour, showcases African American history in Virginia in the Civil War era and beyond ... changed the very course of our nation’s history right here ...
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